
The Finnish company Genano has acquired many years of 
experience in air decontamination in schools, businesses 
and hospitals. The Genano air decontamination system 
captures particles as small as 3 nanometres and therefore 
also removes virus particles from the air. The efficiency 
of Genano technology in removing micro-organisms from 
the air was recently confirmed by VTT, a leading European 
research institute. The technology can be used in offices 
and public spaces, but also to create instant isolation rooms. 
What makes the Genano system unique?

“The Genano air decontamination unit was developed 20 years 
ago in collaboration with the University of Helsinki. The Finnish 
system works through internal ionization: air is drawn into 
the unit by a fan, the airborne particles are then ionized and 
given a negative charge, the negative particles are captured 
by a positively charged wall, pass through a carbon filter and 
the purified air exits the unit. In this way, particles as small as  
3 nanometres are removed. Virus particles have a diameter 
of 10 nanometres and are captured by the unit,” explains Marc 
Van Mael.

The benefits of Genano air decontamination are multiple, 
says Marc Van Mael. “The unit is available in different 
sizes, is compact and easy to install and only needs to be 
connected to the electrical power supply with the plug. The 
unit is self-cleaning and the carbon filter should be replaced 
annually. Traditional air purifiers with HEPA filters capture 
particles down to 0.3 micrometres, while virus particles are  
0.1 micrometres in size. Moreover, if not properly maintained, 
HEPA filters can be dangerous and thus cause contamination.”

VTT, a leading European research institute based in Finland 
that focuses on the use and commercialization of research 
technology, has certified the efficiency of the Genano  
350 air decontamination technology. A closed space of 30m3 

was artificially contaminated with a microbiological aerosol of 
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bacteria, spores and viruses. Within the first hour, the microbial 
load was reduced by 3 log units.

Instant isolation room
“By connecting the unit to the ventilation system of hospital 
rooms with a flexible duct, negative pressure is created. In this 
way, you can create instant isolation rooms for patients who 
need to be isolated. Conversely, you can also create positive 
pressure rooms. In Saudi Arabia, this technology was used 
extensively during the SARS-II outbreak. In Wuhan, the units 
were also used this spring to set up instant isolation rooms,” 
explains Guillame Ooms, managing director. 

Healthy air requires a policy vision
In Scandinavian countries, clean air and proper ventilation have 
been an issue for more than 20 years. In Finland and Sweden, 
it is cold in winter and the buildings are very well insulated. Air 
decontamination and ventilation are common and are part of the 
construction technology in private homes, offices, schools and 
public buildings. A Harvard study shows clean office buildings 
keep employees’ cognitive capacity intact throughout the day.

“The Covid-19 pandemic is shining a spotlight on the importance 
of ventilation and clean air to stop the spread of the virus. The 
virus can spread via large droplets but also via aerosol particles 
that can remain in the air for a long time without proper 
ventilation,” says Guillame Ooms.  

“At the moment, measures are limited to temporarily closing 
restaurants and bars and shops, schools and universities are 
switching to online teaching, but the future lies in investing 
in good ventilation and air decontamination,” says Marc Van 
Mael. “Policy should focus on the importance of clean air and 
ventilation and invest in long-term solutions that are effective 
and affordable, as is the case in the Scandinavian countries that 
have had positive policies on ventilation and air purity in place 
for years.”
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Marc Van Mael

Marc Van Mael is a serial entrepreneur and investor. His expertise ranges from the maritime industry, 
marine insurance, marine IT mobile health and clean air. Indoor Air Quality in particular is topic of interests 
to Marc, to such an extent that in 2012 he decided to participate in Genano, a Finnish company and one of 
the market leaders in high level decontamination of indoor air in hospitals, clean rooms, schools, public 
buildings and offices. With the support of his investment fund, he set up a joint venture with Genano oy, 
Finland, to expand the activities of Genano in the Benelux and surrounding markets. 
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The European Respiratory Cluster Antwerp (eu.reca) is a dynamic knowledge platform with a focus on the lung. In order to 
improve therapies and quality of life of patients, develop new products, reduce societal costs and deal with the challenge of air 
pollution, we believe it is necessary to connect and unite all stakeholders in an expert community. 

“As a catalyst for innovation, we want to bring promising start-ups into contact with leading companies, pharma with product 
designers, academics with entrepreneurs, and investors with patients. That is why our approach is based on interaction. 
Our extensive network ensures a quality pool of participants. Our workshops and symposia encourage in-depth dialogue.”  
Frank Pieters, Founder and Chairman of the Board. 
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